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Various initiatives going on

- TF-CSIRT
- AP CERTF
- Latin American initiatives
- ....
Co-ordination of initiatives

• Motion passed at FIRST AGM 2002 to establish a Task Force
• Aim: to find out what is going on, and in what way FIRST can be of help

Therefore:
• Open group, all who are interested are welcome to join
• Non-steered discussion based on a kick-off paper that poses open questions
Main lines in kick-off document

- Real-time operational issues
- Sharing information
- Critical infrastructure and cyberdefense
- Policy making and strategic planning
- Facilitating bilateral contacts
- Trust management
Modus operandi

- Mailing list first-regions@first.org
- Meeting at TC Chicago (8 October 2002)
- Meeting at TC Europe (11 February 2003)
- Teleconferences and additional meetings as required
- Advice and conclusions to be drafted by Q1/2003
- Up to the SC’s discretion to initiate further actions: perhaps at AGM 2003 (Ottawa)
Questions?

• Thanks for your attention